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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I became interested in photobiomodulation after a career in manufacturing.For me, everything happens by the millisecond.Documentation, process controls, and collaboration are some tools used by manufacturing teams.Stuff happens and engineers call it an event. Recording details of the before, during, and after stuff happens supports forensic analysis.For example, “black boxes” may tell the story about why a plane fell out of the sky.Patients and physicians now expect detailed imaging that far exceeds the old x-Rays that started the imaging revolution.My philosophy is to record temporal and spatial details  that may improve the likelihood of answering new questions.
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Time-compressed “movie”  (15min = 6 sec) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have applied that perspective to developing strategies for pain management research tools.Continuous recording captures events such as physiological responses after a brief exposure to a stream of photons.Thermal imaging reveals changes in skin temperature  that may predict later pain relief.The bilateral warming suggests that the response functions begin before the left-right split in thermoregulation.
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A whole body experience 

in about a minute 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photobiomodulation can be a whole body experience – in about a minute.So the timeframe is seconds and minutes rather than days, weeks, or months.I applaud people who can do the experiments that take time, like nerve regeneration.The time-value of information decays rapidly for the disorders that I am most interested in.We record changes in clinically relevant markers during and after each treatment.To identify precisely which treatments may have prompted the desired effects.



 The following potential conflict of interest relationships are 
germane to my presentation. 
 

 I am an engineer. I am the founder, funder, & CEO of 
PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. (2000) 
 
Equipment from PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. 

 The equipment is labeled for investigational use only. It is not 
FDA cleared. 
  
Clinical illustrations 

 PhotoMed Technologies built the proprietary data acquisition 
system that captured the information presented. 
 

Disclosure 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, I have a few conflicts to be disclosed.I hope that my presentation will stimulate conversation about collaborative methods for advancing photobiomodulation.I would like to thank the Optical Society of America for hosting this conference.



5 PhotoMed’s integrated system for exploring wavelength-dependent effects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ability to replay temporal and spatial details of the effects from LLLT treatments makes the difference between evidence and an anecdote.PhotoMed Technologies builds automated research tools for managing clinical studies that include collecting real-time data from electronic sensors.The touch screen interface simplifies field use.Thermal imaging is of primary interest because it provides both early feedback to the clinician for decision-making and the ability to replay each session.
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• Range – 400 to 700 nm 
• Rate of variation – 1 to 12 nm/sec 
• ~ 25nm bandwidth (similar to an LED) 
• 5 to 100mW/cm2  

• 80 seconds typical 

Vary the wavelength during therapy 

Simulated 450 – 550nm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our development aim was to improve the efficiency of individualizing therapy to accommodate different wavelength needs for each person.Varying the wavelength during therapy improves the likelihood that an effective treatment will be delivered.PhotoMed’s programmable light source supports the comparison of effects of different wavelengths in the same person during each session.The automated recording system supports the later review of parameters, treatment site, physiological responses, and outcomes.
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Linked coldness and pain 

Called sympathetically mediated pain, CRPS, or RSD 

Coldness Unrelenting 
        Pain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sympathetically mediated pain, aka CRPS or RSD, offers a “perfect storm” disorder that links coldness with unrelenting burning pain.The person’s persistent coldness provides a clinically relevant marker for identifying effective treatment parameters.Both coldness and pain can be relieved during a single session, in some cases.No current therapy aims to restore comfortable skin temperature regulation.
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An iterative solution 

Sessions that require iteration may suggest wavelength-dependent effects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking for temperature changes during and after each treatment allows the clinician to “fail fast, fail cheap” and move on to a different setting.Thermal imaging is useful for disorders that include abnormal thermoregulation and the possibility of rapid relief.Subject reports of unexpected sensations, such as tingling, provide feedback to the clinician in the absence of skin temperature changes.The likelihood of finding settings that “work” diminishes rapidly after the third session.This plan respects the hopes, worries, and time of people who volunteer for PhotoMed sponsored studies.
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Thermostat Model 

Photobiomodulation 

The warming phase is independent from the treatment parameters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to express my appreciation to Dr. Anders for inviting me to speak at the recent ASLMS conference.I presented a model that uses a thermostat to activates a furnace.The key concept is that the thermostat ONLY activates the furnace but does NOT control how fast the furnace heats the room.Once activated, the output of the furnace warms the room until the thermostat setting has been achieved.Thus, a recoding of the room temperature do not convey information about how the thermostat setting was adjusted to call for activation of the furnace.
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• Each treatment is a separate experiment. 

 
• The healing process does not convey information about the treating parameters. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normal healing requires little or no intervention for a return to homeostasis.Yet, even in devastating  disorders such as CRPS, many people do not know what event caused their chronic pain.Our preliminary findings explore only the brief period when the resolution phase begins.The individualization methods provide information from multiple treatments  - some that did not “work” and others that prompted the desired response.Conceptually, I consider that an effective treatment prompts an event that releases the chronic pain state.    The emphasis that it is the body that generates the releasing event and is responsible for whatever healing takes place.We have not found dose-response relationships in the people who responded rapidly and continued to improve.
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Synchronized Responses 

Rapid and large physiological responses mark effective treatments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinicians in the room may have experienced patients who reported surprisingly rapid pain relief from photobiomodulation.PhotoMed’s individualization of therapy involves changing wavelengths and/or treatment sites to maximize the likelihood of benefit to the subject.Rapid skin temperature  changes can identify which, of several, treatments may have been effective.In this example, the first two treatments were intended to address the person’s cold hands, but were ineffective.The third treatment was applied to the painful area and prompted warming followed by pain relief that has lasted more than a year.The long linear warming trend suggests very precise bilateral feedback and control functions.The accelerated bilateral warming suggests that the response begins before the left-right split in thermoregulation.
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Feedback Enabled Process  (21min = 11sec) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This video shows the temporal and spatial details of the session.The rapid and large responses support intuitive decision-making about whether to change parameters or stop treatment for the session.The chart was added to illustrate the temporal relationships.Sending videos to the patient can help them to accurately share details of their photobiomodulation experience.
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• Subjects had multiple sources of pain 
o On pain medications, pumps, stimulators  
o Musculoskeletal pain 
o Neuropathies 

Subjects 

• Sympathetically mediated pain (SMP) (CRPS, RSD) 

o Coldness linked with unrelenting pain 

• Explore association and independence of disorders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike randomized controlled trials, PhotoMed’s methods and equipment anticipate and encourage the study of multiple disorders in the same person.The independence of various disorders may be explored when the disorders resolve during different sessions.The link between disorders may be explored when multiple disorders resolve during a single session.Resolution of some disorders are particularly instructive,    Such as the resolution of sympathetically mediated pain does that not resolve pain from other disorders.
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Multi-dimensional Data Set 

Optimization is at the individual and systems levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to my manufacturing roots.Automated research tools support the management and documentation of multiple variables.Strategically, we recorded many sources of data before its meaning and value were known.   For example, recorded temporal details of the individualization process supported later analysis for each subject, among subjects, and among clinics.As our information base grows, old questions can be revisited and new questions asked.These methods have helped us identify disorders associated by abnormal skin temperature regulation.
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Associated Disorders 

Sensor-based evidence – by impairment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our preliminary findings included a wide range of seemingly disparate disorders.Here are some disorders where changes in skin temperature were observed and used for individualizing the therapy.As illustrated, only a subset of people having each disorder responded to photobiomodulation with warming responses.Other impairments, such as limited range-of-motion, could form the basis for other diagrams.
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Thank you 

Allan Gardiner 
PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. 

65 Franciscan Way 
Kensington, CA 94707 USA 

510-541-9830 (Mobile) 
allan@photomedtech.com 

Copyright PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope that this presentation sparks ideas for advancing your own research and accelerating collaboration.Thank you.
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Allan Gardiner 
PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. 

510-541-9830 (Mobile) 
allan@photomedtech.com 

Copyright PhotoMed Technologies, Inc. 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• Variable within 410 to 700nm 

• 0 to 400Hz 

• Dual fiber-optic cables      

Wavelength selection 

A motorized filter and chopper provided control of the wavelength and frequency to 1nm and 
1Hz resolution. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wavelength is selected by positioning a special filter in the beam of light between the lamp and fiber-optic cable.A chopper wheel interrupts the beam when rotating. The apertures are open 50% of the time, thus, the light is “chopped” rather than pulsed.The dual applicators allow the simultaneous application of light to different locations on the body.
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Synchronized warming – Constant offset 

50 YOF - Offset hand temperatures demonstrate the precision management of skin 
temperatures during perceived shift from coldness to comfort. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three treatments with different wavelengths to the same location suggest the presence of wavelength-dependent effects.The first two treatments appear to have been ineffective.The constant offset in skin temperatures suggests that precise thermoregulation occurs continuously throughout the session.The offset during the warming phase suggests that the set point control shift occurs before left-right differentiation.Offsets such as this case occur more commonly than I expected.
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Synchronized warming          (19min = 11sec) 

Click to start the movie.  
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